
A Requiem for  King Edward
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IT Is  STARTLING to come  across  a  record of a requiem mass held in the brand-new
Sistine  Chapel  on 23 September  1483  for ‘Edward King of England’. ‘Which
King Edward?’ is the immediate question. Was this  a  belated ceremony for
Edward IV (died  9  April 1483)? Or had it been reported at  Rome that  the deposed
(25 June) Edward  V  was dead?

The notice occurs in the  Diary kept  by Iacopo Gherardi of  Volterra,
apostolic secretary and ‘secret Chamberlain’ to Pope Sixtus IV.l The  Diary is
largely a record of Papal ceremonies, strictly speaking not a diary, since it was put
together  after Gherardi left papal service in 1492. Nevertheless it seems generally
accurate and must have been written up from notes taken at the  time.  The entry
reads:

Eduardo Anglie regi parentatum hodie-septembris  XXIII  in maiori sacrario,
pontifice ct patribus presentibus, rem divinam  egit  Christophorus episcopus
Modrusiensis. Sed novissima persolvit pontifex, vaparato thure et aqua sancta
inspersa, non pluviali sed purpurea cappa circumdatus.

Christopher, bishop of Modruss, celebrated mass for the dead for Edward, king of
England, today, 23  September, in the greater chapel [= the Sistine  Chapel’] But the
Pope performed the  last  part of the service, after the incense had  been burnt and the
holy water sprinked. The  pope  was wearing his purple  cappa,  not his  pluviale.

Gherardi goes on to record that the  Pope  then took a jaunt into the countryside
after the mass. The sun beat down, his doctors warned he would be ill, and indeed
so he was!

The ceremony itself requires  some  explanation. It was presumably ‘an office
for the dead when the body is not present.” On such occasions a catafalque or
black pall is set where the coffin would normally stand, and is censed and
sprinkled as if it were the coffin.  Bishop Christopher  does not seem to have been
among the more high-ranking prelates available.4 The  pluviale  (literally rain-
coat) and the  cappa  were both varieties of cope, worn liturgically by bishops; the
pluviale  for ordinary occasions, the  cappa  the  more  magnificent for special
occasions. Prelates officiating at requiem masses would normally wear a black
pluviale.  By tradition, the Pope does not wear black; hence presumably the purple
cappa.s
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Similar honours had been paid only ten days before to Louis XI, King of
France, on 13 September. The Pope and cardinals had been present in the Sistine
Chapel, the Pope had worn his  cuppa.  Louis, however, seems to have rated a more
distinguished celebrant in the person of Giorgio della Rovers, Bishop of Orvieto,
an adopted member of the Pope’s own family.“

Was Edward IV the beneficiary of the requiem mass? Edward’s death in
April was known in Rome by 16  May, when  a  letter of condolence was sent to
Queen Elizabeth.7 The regulations governing papal ceremonial held that a
requiem mass should be  held  for an emperor or king as soon as the Pope had
definite news of the death.8 Certainly this had been the  case for Edward I and
Edward III; and  also  for Louis XI, news of whose death only reached Rome two
or three days before his requiem.9 All this makes it odder  that  Edward IV should
have had to wait five months; and suggests the possibility that  Edward  V  was the
beneficiary.

News of Edward V’s deposition had  reached  the  Vatican  by 8  August  when a
routine letter was despatched to Richard III.lo That  Pope  Sixtus  could have
believed by 23 September that Edward was dead is by no means impossible. As
C.A.J. Armstrong has shown, Dominic Mancini believed  that  Edward and his
brother Richard, Duke of York, had disappeared from view (with  a  strong hint
that  they were dead) before he left England in July.  “  He seems to  have  reported to
Angelo  Cato, the Italian Archbisop of  Vienne, and that may well be the origin of
the allegation by the Chancellor of France in January 1484 that Edward  IV’s  sons
had been murdered.'2 Cato  was an old friend and correspondent of  Pope Sixtus.”
The news  could, just, have reached Rome by 23 September. None of this, of
course, is evidence that the boys were in fact dead; only that Mancini’s
information spread far. If Rome thought that the boys were dead it would not,
given the dictates of  realpolitik, prevent normal relations with Richard III.
Nevertheless, it could  have  been a contributory factor in persuading Pope
Sixtus’s  successor Innocent  VIII  toWards the cautious support he was to give
Bishop Morton’s machinations on behalf of Henry Tudor in  1485.”

Nevertheless, this  is far from conclusive. It may be that the requiem mass for
King Louis had underlined the point  that  nothing similar had been done for
Edward IV; in the interests of justice, fair-dealing, and diplomacy, that needed to
be rectified." A requiem mass for Edward IV may in fact' have been the final
service rendered by Edward’s cardinal-protector at Rome, the Burgundian Ferry
de Clugny, who himself died on  7  October (and was buried the same day) '6 Again
the Sistine Chapel itself had only just been consecrated, on the Feast of the
Assumption, 15 August 1483.” The chapel was the crowning. achievement of
Pope  Sixtus’s  campaign to rebuild Rome (‘urbis restauratio’) in such  a  way as to
make it  a  symbol of the papal primacy. In particular, the iconography of the
chapel (before the original design was swamped by Michaelangelo’s ceiling and
Last Judgement), with its parallel scenes of the lives of Moses and of Christ is
designed as an emphatic affirmation of the authority granted to Peter and to his
successors in this world." Papal liturgy was becoming increasingly elaborate,
increasingly spectacular, increasingly concerned to glorify the Pope himself as
vicar of Christ." Of course, as the examples of Burgundy and England show,
spectacle was also  a  feature of secular courts. Magnificence was an instrument of
public policy. But in the papal  case, liturgy was central to the enterprise; the
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object  of  that  investment in music, building, painting and sculpture which is the
mark of the ‘Renaissance Papacy’.20 What better way to emphasise universal
papal jurisdiction than, as a  matter  of routine, to celebrate requiem  masses  for
deceased emperors and kings in the presence of the Pope in the Sistine Chapel. In
those  terms a delayed requiem becomes explicable. Either  Sixtus  postponed the
requiem until such time as his splendid new chapel became available; or
conceivably the requiem for Louis XI made the point of how impressive such
cererfionies could be in such  a  setting and set him thinking of a reason to hold
anot er.

The Sistine  Chapel  seems a world apart from St. George’s Windsor; even if
the Tower of London and  Caste]  St. Angelo have some disconcerting similarities.
These far-off echoes of English events are intriguing and frustrating; as with so
many of the events of  that  much-studied but elusive year in English history, they
raise more questions than they solve. I incline to think that the less sensational
explanation — that the requiem was  a  delayed requiem for Edward IV — is the
more likely. But the balance of probabilities seems  a  fine one. After all, studied
ambiguity was not an entirely unknown feature of papal diplomacy.
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